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I. GRIEF
Form. Vitality. This is a poet’s meditation on dogs, human caregivers and
3-d printers. Dearly beloved Chico, an Italian Greyhound, was dying of
stomach cancer. As his svelte form became pure bone during palliative
care, Sheila Goloborotko (his caregiver) turned to a 3-d printer to cast her
grief.
In a project, Dear Deer[PMLZM_\PMVXZQV\MLIÅ[\[QbML[\IOPMIL¸INWZU
[PMKW]TLKZILTMQVIXITU<PMÅZ[\XZW\W\aXMI[WaJI[MLZM[QVUILM
_Q\P\PM\PMÅTM[WN \PMUISMZJW\KZMI\WZ*ZM8M\\Q[_I[LQ[XTIaMLWV\PM
knee wall of the stairwell where I greeted Chico for the last time.
The beloved greyhound’s vitality vibrant as ever: he remembered me with
kisses. Sweet tiny wet tongue. He was a bag of bones as resilient as my
dying 6-foot, 100-pound father was a year ago when pancreatic cancer
\WWS PQU ?PI\ M`IK\Ta Q[ Q\ \PI\ _M ZMKWOVQbM JMaWVL NWZU' ) MVMZOa
ZMILa\WJMZMNWZUML':MJWZV'

Years ago, I brought Goloborotko the rotting head and antlers of a ninepoint buck that my dogs were feeding on in our Pennsylvania woods; the
XZQV\UISMZSMX\\PMKIZKI[[QVIZIJJQ\P]\KP¸ISQVLWN W[[]IZaW]\WN 
+PQKW¼[ZMIKP<PMOZMaPW]VLSVM_\PMLQٺMZMVKMJM\_MMVJWVMIVLKTIa
replica of bones; Goloborotko keeps both scattered about her Pennsylvania
[\]LQW0M_W]TLKWUM\WPMZIVLI[SNWZIJWVM;PM¼LWٺMZIKTIaNMU]Z
He’d ask for the real thing. Not surprising, the dog had a preference for
that which had had real marrow.
Some artists share that preference for “the natural” and hold it like a
prejudice that prevents them from experimenting with new materials. Not
Goloborotko. Having access to a 3-d printer at State University of New
AWZS QV 6M_ 8IT\b _PMZM [PM \MIKPM[ [PM QV\MOZI\M[ \PQ[ VM_ \WWT QV\W
her practice. It is the fullness therein that makes her work vibrate. The
KWVVMK\QWV[PMJ]QTL[\WW\PMZ[XMKQM[\WLMJZQ[¸PWTaWZW\PMZ_Q[M¸IVL
to tools allows her to achieve resonance in her work.
8]T[QVO \PZW]OP /WTWJWZW\SW¼[ XZIK\QKM Q[ PMZ XIZ\VMZ )TUI 4IZOMa¸I
yogi and disciple of Tempa Lama. Alma helped usher Chico through
LMI\P][QVO\PMZQ\]IT[WN <QJM\IV*]LLPQ[U)VLQV\PM_ISMWN LMIZ
Chico’s passing, Alma hosted Tempa Dukte Lama in her yoga studio for a
healing workshop. Tempa guided Alma’s community through meditations
WV5MLQKQVM*]LLPI1_I[JTM[[ML\WJMIJTM\WXIZ\QKQXI\M
1\_I[KTMIZ\WUMPW_\PQ[\ZILQ\QWVKIVPMTXJZMISKaKTM[WN VMOI\Q^Q\a¸
how such a mental, verbal, and physical practice could be integrated into
XWM\ZaKWUXW[Q\QWV*]\KIV[]KPI[XQZQ\]ITXZIK\QKMQVNWZUXZQV\UISQVO'
?PI\JMIZQVOLWM[Q\PI^MWVLQOQ\IT\WWT[TQSMLXZQV\MZ[')ZM<MUXI¼[
TM[[WV[WV^Q\ITQ\a\ZIV[NMZIJTM\WUI\MZQITXZIK\QKM'
AM[M^MVIN\MZÅ^MIVLIPITN LMKILM[WV\PQ[XTIVM\1IUVW\M`IK\Ta[]ZM
PW_^Q\ITQ\aMVMZOaQ[\ZIV[NMZZMLNZWUWVMNWZU\WIVW\PMZ'
)[IXWM\1KIVQUIOQVM\PMKWTWZJT]M1KIV[MY]MVKM_WZL[¸^MZJITTa
VWV^MZJITTa WV XIXMZ WZ I KWUX]\MZ [KZMMV¸\PI\ KWVR]ZM [\IZS TQOP\
[SQUUQVOI\_QTQOP\TISMIV]VL]TI\QVOTIXQ[TIb]TQ\ZIV[NWZUQVOQV\WIV
April orchard (an ocean of blossoms). I can call up a night sky of stellar
orbs. I have witnessed such brilliance, have seen opal sky go crimson and

UIOMV\I*]\Q\Q[IVW\PMZUI\\MZ\WKTW[MUaMaM[IVLTQ\MZITTa[MM[]KPI
[]V[M\¸IJ[\ZIK\WZVW\¸WV\PMQV[QLM[WN UaMaMTQL[1\Q[PIZLMZ[\QTT\W
ÆWI\QVSWN \PW[MKWTWZ[WVIVM\KPMLXTI\M\WZMVLMZ[]KPQV\MV[Q\a1KIV
chant a poem mirroring the drones and intonations of an ancient healing
chant, but how does one send those tones through a 3-printer and generate
\PM[IUMMVMZOa'
We all carry hierarchies of form we use to order our beings, our being
with others. Perhaps Chico, the Italian Greyhound, will reincarnate as a
XZQVKM¸IXZQVKM_Q\PIXMIKMN]TZMITUIXZQVKM_PWZ]TM[_Q\PR][\QKMIVL
sustainability. I have always wanted to come back as a fork. I say that not
as a joke. I believe in useful tools. I am a product of a technological age; I
believe in innovation, in material transformation.
.WZUQ[IJMQVO\WUM?PMZMLQL1OM\\PI\JMTQMN '1WVKMI[SMLI*]LLPQ[\
NZQMVLWN UQVM_PW[MXZIK\QKMQ[QV\PM<QJM\IV\ZILQ\QWVQN *]LLPIKW]TL
be a form, a fork. “A bridge,” she said, “some bodhisattva are bridges.”
Over the last decade, I have turned time and time again to Goloborotko to
bridge between text and image; I have turned to Alma to bridge between
body and text. They are a pair of bodhisattvas who repeatedly help me
WV Ua RW]ZVMa 7VM KWUXWVMV\ WN  \PM 5MLQKQVM *]LLPI XZIK\QKM Q[ \W
^Q[]ITQbM [KZQX\ QV I ÅMTL WN  KWTWZ 1 KIV QUIOQVM UISQVO I XZQV\# 1 PI^M
UILM_WZL[WVKWTWZ_Q\PIXMVWZKWUX]\MZ*]\^Q[]ITQbM\M`\ 1LWV¼\LW
\PI\?WZL[XQTM]XQVUaPMILI[[W]VL[I[QUIOM*]\VM^MZTQ\MZITTaI[
\M`\¸I[TM\\MZ[QVIVITXPIJM\?PI\_W]TLPIXXMV\WUa_ZQ\QVOQN \PMa
KW]TL'
One experiment Goloborotko had with the 3-d printer was to send an
image of her logo (the letters of her name in a grid) through the printer. A
rectangle. One vowel over and over. O. O. O. O. Calling all comets. Oxen
free. Expanse ever-expanding. She calls the experiment a failure. Then
she holds the 3-d deer head in her hand. This worked. This embodied her
OZQMN I[Q\]VNWTLML0W_'

I Will Always Hold You, 4-Color Polyester Lithograph, 2014

II. MIGRATION
*WVM[ WN  JMQVO[ _PW [PIZM W]Z PIJQ\I\ LMUIVL W]Z I\\MV\QWV 0W]VL[
drop them at our feet. Such is the insistence of teeth. They are like words
that gather in the mouth when art triggers awe.
1V6M_8IT\b6M_AWZS1PI^MR][\UW^ML\W\W_V/WTWJWZW\SW]V_ZIX[
each of the prints in her Dear Deer [MZQM[ [P]ټQVO \PZW]OP Q\MZI\QWV[ \W
[PW_\PM¹ÅVQ[PMLº^MZ[QWVWN MIKP[\IOMWN OZQMN)VWVOWQVOXZWKM[[\PI\
is, perhaps, a migration.
At the end of the sequence, there it is: the skull-n-antlers of the very
carcass I once brought to Goloborotko’s house in Sherman, Pennsylvania.
Fleshless, scaled down, photographically etched as if were an ancient
trophy stumbled upon at sunset in a dusty desert temple. The skull’s teeth
OTW_¸QV\IK\ITTQVIJZQOP\ZW_\PI\ZMVLMZ[[PILW_[\PM\WVMWN JWVM
black. It is as if the deer’s mouth was uttering from a tomb the very words
Goloborotko scratched on stone (then let acid etch, then inked onto paper):
¹<PQ[1[AW]Z*WVM[º

<PM\MM\PWN UaLWO[SVM_\PQ[LMMZ¼[ÆM[PQV_Ia[1_W]TLVM^MZLIZM
The hand of this artist knows this deer’s bone in ways that makes my teeth
chatter.
All of Goloborotko’s other prints in the Dear Deer series preserve the stag’s
PMILI[QVIN]TTMZTQNMNWZU¸N]ZÆM[PU][KTMÆM`<PQ[WVM_WZVLW_V
to bone, shows the smallness of a skull. As a human wrist is to a hand, this
deer skull is to its antlers. The headdress dwarfs the mouth. We feel the
deer’s body as missing. The weight of its loss hangs on etched words.
“I Am Everywhere. With You.” There is solace in the words, but the bones
PI]V\UM<PM\MM\PW]\TI[\\PMMI\QVO;W1ÆQVKPIVL\]ZVJIKS\W\PM
XZQV\MV\Q\TML¹AW]?QTT.QVL:WW\[1V<PM/ZW]VLº<PI\TQ\PWWٺMZ[I
long neck of a strong stag extending into the night sky. The form is not a
constellation (an outline of simple dots made by human hands) but full
deer deep, I imagine, in meadow grass.
In the bottom part of that print (where the stag’s torso and legs should
be), antler-shapes reach into empty space as if a root system, as if stitching
marks to reveal a pattern of connectivity.
)[QN IVM_[SQVKW]TLJM[M_V¸I[SQV\PI\_W]TL_MIZ][ITT
This print is on tan gampi paper that resembles Goloborotko’s forearm.
The paper’s resilient fragility sends my eye back to the photographic hand
in the litho entitled “I Will Always Hold You.” I want to hover there, where
\PMPWTLQVOQ[NWZM^MZ*]\I[/WTWJWZW\SW¼[XZQV\[]OOM[\[]KPIJMQVO¸I
PMTLWVM¸Q[INZIK\QWVWN Q\[MTNIVW]\TQVMIKZW[[PI\KPMLZMVLMZQVOVW\
a being fully in the cosmos.
I know this. My father died a year ago this week. Three code blues on a
blue moon. It was not pretty: the body forced by machines to thrash even
after vitality had left his bones.
I had to let him go.
So yes, we must all, eventually, embrace Goloborotko’s cellular, stellar print
MV\Q\TML ¹?Q\PW]\ AW]º *]\ NMMT NZMM \W ÆMM Q\ Y]QKSTa \W ÅVL [WTIKM Ja

moving from litho to litho in this stunning collection. Via scale shifts, Dear
Deer becomes shamanic shape-shifting. It is a shared transformative act
when the artist and viewer move from the microscopic to the cosmic. The
hand cradles. The hand releases. The relic becomes more than reliquary
_PMV WVM ZM\]ZV[ \W _WZS¸_PMV WVM TMI^M[ \PM XTIVM\IZQ]U¸[\IZ
OIbQVO¸NWZ\PMTIJWZQW][TIJWZWN ITQ\PWOZIXPa
One afternoon, Goloborotko and I sit a few yards from the prints in
\]ZY]WQ[M TMI\PMZ KPIQZ[ [PM ZMK]ML NZWU I K]ZJ QV *ZWWSTaV _PMZM _M
JW\P WVKM TQ^ML ;PM \ITS[ WN  \PM XIQV QV^WT^ML QV UISQVO TQ\PW[¸\PM
working of stone, the danger of acid. “Pain for pain,” she says.
0I^QVO \W]ZML \PM TQ\PWOZIXPa [\]LQW I\ ;=6A 6M_ 8IT\b 1 PI^M I
fuller sense of the heft of it all: the stone, the grit, the elbow grease, the
accompanying tools and safety apparatus. She took me (and my partner)
on this studio tour after taking us to a lecture at the planetarium. Tired
from hefting boxes into our new house, we folded our strained backs into
auditorium chairs and stared at projections. Here is a fraction of the
known. Here is our galaxy amid all the others.
Goloborotko always forces me to relocate within larger context, to
reconsider where I am and why I am here. You see this in Dear Deer:
biomorphic forms are both microscopic and interstellar. She lets sky dwarf
her world; then, gets back to work. I see bone marrow cells in the lithos
KITTML¹*MNWZMaW]JMKIUMUaTQNMº1[MMI[\MZWQL[QV¹<PMLIaaW]TMN\
me.” I pair these two lithos so that I can telescope between the macro and
\PMUQKZW¸KTW[M[\1OM\\WI[\ZW\ZI^MTWZ\ZIV[UQOZI\QWV
,QL aW] SVW_ /WTWJWZW\SW PIL PIVL []ZOMZa' 4I[\ [MUM[\MZ PMZ TMN\
thumb had be pried open with her right hand. A surgeon had get in there
_Q\PPQ[\QVaLMV\IT\WWT[IVL[PI^MI_IaI\JWVM1SVM_[PM[]ٺMZMLNZWU
ÅJZWUaITOQIJ]\1PILVW\SVW_VWN \PQ[WXMZI\QWV
“Pain for pain,” she says. “Lithography is an arduous process where water
and oil do not mix. This is a painful process that requires one to carry and
OZQVL[\WVM[NZWU*I^IZQI_Q\PKIZJ]Z]VL]UOZQ\[IVLIPMI^aKW]V\MZ
_MQOP\TM^QOI\WZ"ÅZ[\ OZQ\[\PMV    ÅVMZ\PM
OZIQVWN \PM[\WVMÅVMZ\PMTQVMQ\_QTT\ISM1_MV\JIKS\WTQ\PWIN\MZaMIZ[

?I[Q\\WMVL]ZMILQٺMZMV\XIQVNZWUTW[QVO¸\WKPIVOM\PMXIQV'º
In an earlier email exchange, she had said, “The Dear Deer series is about
TW^MIVLTW[[¹)[aW]TW[MITW^MLWVMLWaW]OIQVSVW_TMLOM'7Z[QUXTa
QUIOM[WVI[\WVM\PI\\ZIV[NMZ\WXIXMZ'7VKMITTQ[LWVMaW]PI^M\W
TM\OW°IVLOZQVL\PM[\WVM°_Q\P\PM[IUMXIQV¸JWLQTaXIQV¸XIQV
of losing, washing the image away. Is the memory made of grease and
_I\MZ'º
Since his death, my father has spoken to me once. He said: “Live.”
Goloborotko speaks to me all the time. She says, “Learn.”
When Goloborotko’s Italian Greyhound Chico gathered deer bones from
\PM NWZM[\ ÆWWZ MIKP IZ\QNIK\ _I[ XIZ\ WN  I [\WZa ;PMQTI _Q\VM[[ML IVM_
She and Alma and their daughter Aubrey watched new fawns arrive each
spring. They watch spots disappear from each hind. The hide that is a
KIV^I[ UI\]ZM[ <PM NMMLQVOKaKTM KITT[ NWZ IVW\PMZ KIUW]ÆIOM ) PMZL
circles Goloborotko’s home, congregates, then disperses. What stays with
us is a structure, a pattern of habit that forms an ongoing conversation.
)VLPIJQ\I\'
?PMV [PM ^Q[Q\[ Ua VM_ PW][M 1 WٺMZ /WTWJWZW\SW The Golden Stags of
Eurasia: Scythian and Sarmation Treasures from the Russian Steppes. I open the
JWWS\W\PMUIXQV[MZ\IVLI[S_PMZMQV:][[QI_I[aW]ZNIUQTaNZWU';PM
ÅVOMZ[\PM*TIKS;MI\PMV[Ia[¹*M[[IZIJQIº<PMV_MTWWSI\\PMKZW[[
[MK\QWVWN J]ZQITUW]VL[IVL\PM\ZW^MWN OWTLMV[\IO[WٺMZMLNWZSQVO[QV
grief as an act of honoring.
“Do objects of this region,” I ask, “have any special resonance because
aW]ZIVKM[\WZ[WVKMTQ^ML\PMZM'º1IUXZMWKK]XQML_Q\PUQOZI\QWVI[IV
act of letting go or habitat and habit.)
¹1ZMKWOVQbM\PM_MQOP\WN Q\º[PM[Ia[¹\PMPMN\WN \PMUILMWJRMK\<PM
labor and grief. This is the oldest human story.” Then she gestures with
her hand: “We sharpen a stone to cut a deer, to cut a rock.” Later she adds,
“There is nothing new for stone to be eaten by acid and air.” She speaks as
if she knows we are (and her work is) part of some continuum that she can

feel in her bones every time she holds a tool.
1[\PQ[SVW_QVO_PI\OQ^M[PMZ_WZSQUXWZ\'+MZ\IQVTa
)VL \PMV \PMZM Q[ PMZ [PMIZ XMZ[Q[\MVKM +WV[QLMZ \PM TQ\PW ÅZ[\ MV\Q\TML
“Ongrowing” (now called “You will grow laurel leaves”): the stag’s antlers
[XZW]\ TI]ZMT¸\PM XTIV\ WN  \PM ^QK\WZQW][ \PM XTIV\ WN  \PM LZMIUMZ 1N 
you’d had the pleasure of knowing Goloborotko’s Italian Greyhound,
aW]¼LZMKWOVQbMPW_\PMLMMZ¼[U]bbTMPI[VW_I[XQ\\QVOQUIOMWN +PQKW
Transformation (an inter-species collaboration) happens despite death and
JMKI][MWN LMI\P*aJMQVOIUQOZI\WZaPMZL\PM[MZQM[Dear Deer creates an
ever-expanding conversation. Experimenting with materials and technique
becomes a way for artists to live more fully.

I Will Let You Go, Xerox Transfer on Stone and Chine Collé, 2014

You Will Grow Laurel Leaves, Photolithograph, 2014

III. VISCOSITY
“Hyperobjective art makes visible, audible and legible this
intrauterine experience that Sartre loathed,
the ‘sly solidarity’ between things...” Timothy Morton
I am not supposed to be writing this essay. I have a deadline to write poems
for a new anthology focusing on Object Oriented Ontology. Maybe if I
talk to Goloborotko about Timothy Morton’s book, Hyperobjects: Philosophy
and Ecology after the End of the World, I can grasp OOO.
I bookmark page 31. There is a passage in the chapter called “Viscosity”
\PI\1_IV\\WZMIL\WPMZ*]\[PMOZMM\[UM_Q\PLM^I[\I\QVOVM_["PMZ
colleague was killed in a car crash last night.
*IU/WVM
Shock compounds. Loss compounds.
Viscosity is once again death itself. It sticks to us. Death just sticks to us.
0W_KIV1ZMILPMZ\PMXI[[IOMVW_'0W_KIV1VW\'1WXMV\PMJWWS

.QZ[\ /WTWJWZW\SW I[S[ ¹?PI\ Q[ I PaXMZWJRMK\'º 5WZ\WV [Ia[" ¹\PQVO[
massively distributed in time and space relative to humans.” His list on
page 1 includes a black hole, the Everglades, Sytrofoam, plutonium, and
“the whirring machinery of capitalism.”
So, here it is: on page 31 Morton claims,
When an inside of a thing coincides perfectly with its outside, that
is called dissolution or death. Given a large enough context (say
the entropy of the entire universe), all beings exist in the jaws of
[WUMNWZUWN LMI\P_PQKPQ[_Pa\PM*]LLPQ[\\PIVOSI[WN \PM
Wheel of Life depict the six realms of existence cycling around
and within the open, toothy mouth of Yama,
the Lord of Death.
¹1[ \PI\ \Z]M'º 1 I[S /WTWJWZW\SW ¹?PMV IV QV[QLM KWQVKQLM[ XMZNMK\Ta
_Q\P\PMW]\[QLM\PMZMQ[LMI\P'
“Yes.”
Her hand enacts the oncoming car. “Her outside pressed into her inside.”
<PM IK\ WN  XZQV\QVO \PM XZM[[]ZM ZMY]QZML \PM QUXZM[[QWV¸\PM QUIOM
NWZUMLQ[VW\\PMQUIOM\PI\^IVQ[PM[¸Q[ITM[[WVQVLMI\P
)VL _PI\ ZMUIQV[¸\PI\ _PQKP [\QKS[ \W XIXMZ \W ][¸Q[ TQNM' 7Z R][\
PaXMZWJRMK\Q^Q\a'
Further on page 31, Morton says:
Knowledge of the hyperobject Earth, and the hyperobject the
biosphere, present us with viscous surfaces from which nothing
can be forcibly peeled. There is no Away on this surface, no here
and no there.
Goloborotko’s litho says: “I Am With You Everywhere.”
¹1[\PI\\Z]M'º1I[S
“Yes,” she says.

I am not sure. Our conversation is ongoing as is this essay.
Losing beloved beings is painful. And dying, for some, is even more
torturous.
I can still see my partner grasping my father’s hands, chanting: give me
your pain, give me your pain. The incisions in my father’s intestine to drain
his stomach leak, froth foul acid. The nasal feeding tubes inadequate. The
misdiagnosed tumor festering, festering as an object no imaging tool could
ÅVL)T]VIZMKTQX[M0MLQMLWVIJT]MUWWVT]VIZMKTQX[M1VPQ[XIQV
hallucinations, he was in Afghanistan directing troops.
“Your father survived WWI trench warfare,” I think, but do not say to
PQU¹AW]KIV[]Z^Q^M\PQ[º1_IV\\W\MTTUaNI\PMZ*]\LW1JMTQM^MQ\'
<PM[PWKSWN PQ[XI[[QVOQ[[\QTTQV\IK\1[PW]TLVW\KWVÆI\MWVMLMI\P_Q\P
another, but I do.
In hopes that we can link one survival with another.
Nor can the arduous process of lithography ever match such physical pain
WZ ^IVY]Q[P Q\ *]\ QN  WVM ]VLMZ\ISM[ UISQVO TQ\PWOZIXP[ WVM¼[ _WZS
should of be of import, should mark a life. The stone insists.
This is what Goloborotko’s Dear Deer has taught me.
0WXMN]TTa[PMKIVPMTXUM_ZM[\TM_Q\P5WZ\WV¼[_WZL[WVXIOM "
0aXMZWJRMK\[IZM^Q[KW]["_MKIV¼\[PISM\PMUW\"ٺPMaIZM[\QKSQMZ
than oil and as heavy as grief. The closer we get, the less we
know…. We cannot assert a transcendental metaphysics in the face
of hyperobjects. They won’t let us. It was precisely our fantasies
of transcendental smoothness and presence that summoned them
into being. It was our drive to see and know everything that made
us discover their oily presence, everywhere.
“To understand viscosity,” Goloborotko says, “read Primo Levi’s The
Periodic Table\PMXIZ\[IJW]\^IZVQ[Pº*MQVOIVML]KI\WZ[PM_QTT_IQ\\W

These Were Your Bones, Photoetching, 2014

This Is Your Bones, Photoetching, 2014

see what I discover before she articulates what she know of Levi’s varnish,
of hardening, or sticky materiality.
*MQVOI_ZQ\MZIVLIL[aTM`QK1KTQVO\WUWUMV\[QV4M^Q¼[UMLQ\I\QWV[
\PI\IZM\M`\]IT1PW^MZIZW]VLI\aXWIVLIUQ[XMTTQVO<PMÅZ[\Q[QV\PM
chapter “Chromium”; the later is in the more famous chapter, “Vanadium.”
1\Q[!4M^QZMTMI[MLNZWU)][KP_Q\bR][\\PZMMUWV\P[MIZTQMZÅVL[
work at a factory. He is shown a pile of livered paint (“thousands of
[Y]IZMJTWKS[WN WZIVOMº0Q[\I[SQ[\WÅVL\PMM`IK\KPMUQKITUQ[\ISM
(imbalance between the basic chromate and alkyd resin) that ruins batch
after batch of paint. A typo, “23 drops,” that should have been “2 or 3
LZWX[ºQ[ZMXMI\MLNWZaMIZ[*MKI][MQ\Q[_IZ\QUM'*MKI][MVWWVMLIZM[
\WY]M[\QWVWZKPIVOM\PMNWZU]TI'\PM.I[KQ[\['*]ZMI]KZI\QKQV[Q[\MVKM
NMIZTIbQVM[[%IPaXMZWJRMK\'
+PMUQ[\4M^QÅVL[IÅ`"ILL[IT\IUUWVQ]UKTWZQLMVoilà the gelatinous
glop is reclaimed. Hence forth, the additive becomes standard practice
IVL Q[ QV[\]\QWVITQbML IVL UIQV\IQVML M^MV IN\MZ Q\ XZW^M[ ¹IJ[]ZLº IVL
LM\ZQUMV\ITNWZTI\MZKPZWUI\MJI[MLIV\QZ][\XIQV\[:MOQUMV\ZMKQXM
ZQOQLQ\a%IJ[]ZLQ\a<PQ[JMIZ[\Z]MQVWVM¼[XWTQ\QK[WVM¼[JWLaWVM¼[
habitat. Ideological insistence is dangerous.
Later, in the chapter entitled “Vanadium,” a spelling habit (using “pt”
instead of “phth” in words like “naphthenate” or “beta-Naphthylamin”)
marks a man. In a post-war communicate about a varnish that brutally
PIZLMV[4M^QZMKWOVQbM[PQ[W^MZ[MMZMZPQ[WXZM[[WZ1VIV]V[MV\TM\\MZ
Levi asserts: “I declared myself ready to forgive my enemies, and perhaps
even to love them, but only when they showed certains signs of repentance,
that is, when they ceased being enemies. In the opposite case, that of the
MVMUa _PW ZMUIQV[ IV MVMUa _PW XMZ[MZ^MZM[ QV PQ[ LM[QZM \W QVÆQK\
[]ٺMZQVOQ\Q[KMZI\QVWVMU][\VW\NWZOQ^MPQU"WVMKIV\Za\W[IT^IOMPQU
WVMKIVWVMU][\ LQ[K][[_Q\PPQUJ]\Q\Q[W]ZL]\a\WR]LOMPQUVW\
to forgive him.”
What do these stories show me Goloborotko’s Dear Deer [MZQM[' 1 PW^MZ
between interations: the bones, the skull-n-antlers before Goloborotko
ILL[ [MVM[KMVKM Ja TIaMZQVO [IٺZWV KWTWZ W^MZ I [MXQI \WVM ;PM ILL[

OZI^Q\a Ja ILLQVO \M`\ 1 TMIX \W \PM XZIaMZ XZM[KZQX\QWV WٺMZML QV \PM
5MLQKQVM*]LLPIKPIV\[WN \PM*WV\ZILQ\QWV1_WVLMZQN IXZQV\UISMZ¼[
physical (chemical) act of inking paper/stone is similar in any way mentally
^Q[]ITQbQVOI[IV[SZQ\75QVIÅMTLWN JTQVLQVO_PQ\MTQOP\)[MY]MVKMWN 
KWTWZ[WN [aTTIJTM[\WJIVQ[P[]ٺMZQVO+WTWZ\M`\%PWXM*]\\PMJWVM[
remain. The remains. Remain(s).
Chico’s ashes come back to Goloborotko and Alma with a paw print.
“You do not give a printmaker a print [made with ashes of the beloved],”
Goloborokto says. The bracketed part in the previous sentence was left
unsaid. The negative space. The grief that sticks but is withdrawn.
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IV. POSTURES
On August 22, 2014, I go to Alma’s yoga class. The beautiful studio is
calming although the news her mother may need surgery is not. Doctors
have been circling an ambiguous diagnosis. Any call for invasive action
(given my father’s journey) is unnerving.

Yet, centered in her practice, Alma attends to our bodies. She graciously
UWLQÅM[ XW[\]ZM[ \W PMTX UM IKKWUUWLI\M IV QVR]Za¸\PM PWTM QV Ua
shoulder I will always have. We each pump breath to the site of our pain.
One of us is asked to demonstrate Warrior III. And she does beautifully,
her balance more shocking when later she cries.
)N\MZ KTI[[ )TUI M`XTIQV[ \PM KL _I[ XTIaQVO *]LLPQ[\ KPIV\[ NZWU \PM
*WV\ZILQ\QWV;PMLWM[VW\[Ia\PMaIZM[]\ZI[NWZ][PMZQVO\PW[M_PWLQM
into the next life. This Alma reveals when the woman who knows how to
do Warrior III shares that her friend has been beheaded.

6W[PMLWM[VW\][M\PM_WZL¹JMPMILMLº;PM][M[PQ[VIUM#_MÅTTQV
the blank with precise verbs, the accompanying body counts, the history of
\ZWWXUW^MUMV\[K]ZZMV\JWZLMZ[PQN\QVO¸_MÅTTQVITTLM\IQT[IRW]ZVITQ[\
][M[[W[]ٺMZQVOI_WZTLI_IaQ[_Q\PQVZMIKP;WW\PMZ[¼XIQV\W]KPM[][
)V MV\QZM aWOI KTI[[¸VW UI\\MZ _PW \MIKPM[ Q\¸Q[ I [MZQM[ WN  XW[\]ZM[
TMILQVO \W \PM KWZX[M XW[M ?M _WZS \W_IZL ;PI^I[IVI¸\PM ¹ÅVIT
relaxation.” There is nothing new in this save the ever-growing context of
complexity. The collage of those now gone we carry with us in our bones.
After yoga practice, I buy a copy of Joan Didion’s The Year of Magical
Thinking)VW\PMZ_QLW_OI^MUaUW\PMZIKWXa\WZMIL<PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\
book not related to thimble-collecting my mother has read in decades. I do
not know if Didion’s words will help my mother mourn, but I am proud
ma is reading.
Yesterday, on the anniversary of my father’s death (August 21, 2013), my
mother says to me: “I never thought he was coming back.” Not having
read The Year of Magical Thinking, I think ma is referring to reincarnation.
1[Ia¹1NIV\I[QbM\PI\1IU,IL¼[UW\PMZZMJWZVº5aUW\PMZ[\IZ\[\W
bawl and hangs up. My father died on her mother’s birthday, which means
nothing and everything.
What Didion means by “come back” is walk through the front door, put on
NI^WZQ\M[PWM[[Q\LW_VJa\PMÅZMMI\LQVVMZ,QLQWVKPIZ\[I¹KZIbQVM[[º
that persists in grief.
)TTaMIZ1PI^MJMMVSMMXQVO\QUMJaTI[\aMIZ¼[KITMVLIZ1ZMITQbM
\WLIaNWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM\PI\UaUMUWZaWN \PQ[LIaIaMIZIOWQ[
a memory that does not involve John. This day a year ago was
December 31, 2003. John did not see this day a year ago. John
was dead.
<PM VM`\ \_W XIZIOZIXP[ XZIK\QKM _PI\ \PM _PWTM JWWS XZIK\QKM[¸
relinquishing “the dead.”
“Let them become the photograph on the table.”
“Let them become the name on the trust accounts.”

“Let go of them in the water.”
*aZMXTIaQVOIUMUWZaWN [_QUUQVO¹QV\W\PMKI^MWN 8WZ\]O]M[M*MVLº
beside her husband, lets the memory of her late husband coach her even
now. Reading the swiftness and power of change is a matter of feeling.
Feeling water’s swell.
.MMTQVO[_MTT1[\PQ[\PM[IUMI[N]TTaNMMTQVO'
One thing not I have yet dared to note in this essay triggered by
Goloborotko’s Dear Deer series. Maybe I am ready to say it now: each
TQ\PW[I^MNWZ¹*MNWZMaW]_MZMJWZVºQ[ILMKIXQ\I\QWV=[QVO\PMLM^QKM
synecdoche, Goloborotko allows the part to stand for the whole.
This is unnerving. Especially when “the part” is a head.
I stay mum when Goloborotko suggest mounting and displaying her
TQ\PW[¸[WUMPW_¸I[\ZWXPQM[WVI_ITT'
Dear Deer is about euthanasia. She will not let us slip by that fact. She ended
a life.
Art’s work is to ask for mercy.
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V. PRAYER
1IUUISQVOIUIV\ZINZWUXIZ\[WN 2IUM[.WTMa¼[TI[\TM\\MZPWUM¸\PM
WVM UMUWZQbML Ja I NMTTW_ XZQ[WVMZ _PW _I[ ZMTMI[ML IVL XW[\ML WV
Facebook on August 24, 2014 by Foley’s parents.
I know you are thinking of me and praying for me. And I am so
thankful. I feel you all especially when I pray. I pray for you to
stay strong and to believe. I really feel I can touch you even in this
darkness when I pray....Eighteen of us have been held together
in one cell, which has helped me. We have had each other to
have endless long conversations...We are so grateful when anyone
is freed; but of course, yearn for our own freedom. We try to
encourage each other and share strength.
+IV[]KPP]UIVM`KPIVOMJMKWV[QLMZMLIPaXMZWJRMK\'?PI\_W]TLJM
gained by trying to collide the discourse of Timothy Morton with that of
2IUM[.WTMa'

1\Q[PIZL\WQUIOQVM\PMLQ[[WT]\QWVWN KWVÆQK\1N LQٺMZQVOUIVLI\M[NWZ
prayer (and their accompanying belief systems and ecological resources)
_MZM\WKWQVKQLMKW]TL\PMaKWTTIX[M'1V\WI[PIZMLIKWM`Q[\MVKM'1V\W
XMIKM'
)N\MZ\PI\TI[\Y]M[\QWV1[\WXXML_ZQ\QVO\PQ[M[[Ia1V\PMÅ^MLIa[JM\_MMV
that question and this paragraph, another American journailst (Steven
;W\TW_ٺI[JMPMILMLJa1;1;<PM1[TIUQK;\I\MQV1ZIYIVL;aZQI8MIKM
is only a piece.
The knife in the clash between belief systems is a hyperobject in the way
carbon budgeting is. Tracing and chasing carbon. “Every two hundred
years, every atom of carbon that is not congealed in marterials by now
stable (stone, or coal, or diamond, or certain plastics) enters and reencters
\PMKaKTMWN TQ^M\PZW]OP\PMLWWZWN XPW\W[aV\PM[Q[º;W[IQL4M^QQV! 
<PQ[ _MMS **+ RW]ZVITQ[\ 5I\\ 5K/ZI\P ZMXWZ\ML" ¹) []ZOM QV
atmospheric CO2 saw levels of greenhouse gases reach record levels in
IKKWZLQVO\WVM_ÅO]ZM[+WVKMV\ZI\QWV[WN KIZJWVLQW`QLMQV\PM
I\UW[XPMZMJM\_MMVIVLOZM_I\\PMQZNI[\M[\ZI\M[QVKM! º
As Morton says, “Coexistence is in our face: it is our face. We are made of
nonhuman and nonsentient and nonliving entities.”
Morton’s claim about coexistence can be almost delightful or decadent
\W \ZIKM QN  XTIaQVO \PM I\WUQK OIUM 8ZQUW 4M^Q MVIK\[ QV PQ[ ÅVIT
chapter,”Carbon,” of The Periodic Table. I confess, I celebrate the sensousness
of the following sentence.
I could recount an endless number of stories about carbon atoms
\PI\JMKWUMKWTWZ[WZXMZN]UM[QVÆW_MZ[#WN W\PMZ[_PQKPNZWU
\QVaITOIM\W[UITTKZ][\IKMIV[\WÅ[POZIL]ITTaZM\]ZVI[KIZJWV
dioxide to the waters of the sea, in a perpetual, frightening rounddance of life and death, in which every devourer is devoured;
of others which instead attain a decorous semi-eternity in the
yellowed pages of some archival document, or the canvas of a
famous painter; or those to which fell the privilege of forming part
of a grain of pollen and left their fossil imprint in the rocks for
our curiosity; of others still that descended to become part of the
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mysterious shape-messengers of the human seed, and participated
in the subtle process of division, duplication, and fusion from
which each of us is born.
*]\_PI\QN KWM`Q[\MVKMQ[KWV[\Z]ML\WQVKT]LM\PMSVQNMJTILM[\PI\\WWS
W]\.WTMa;W\TW\ٺPMJ]TTM\[\PI\\WWSW]\.MZO][WV¼[5QKPIMT*ZW_V
\PMO]VUMVO]IZL[UMV\ZaQVO\WY]MTT\PMZM[]T\QVOZQW\LMI\P
\ITTQM[ KQZKTQVO .WTMa IVL *ZW_V¸ LWK]UMV\ML KQ^QTQIV LMI\P[
[QVKM\PMQV^I[QWVWN 1ZIY!LMILQV\PM;aZQIV+Q^QT_IZ
 ! IZZM[\ZMTI\ML LMI\P[ WN  )NZQKIV )UMZQKIV[ ZMXWZ\ML Ja \PM
,MXIZ\UMV\WN 2][\QKMNZWU!\PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN 2][\QKM
 V]UJMZ[  PaXMZJWTQK XZM[[]ZM  ZILQI\QWV 
PaLZWKIZJWV[OTWJIT_IZUQVO
1\ Q[ ITT WVM JQO ZM^MZJMZI\QVO X]T[M ) KIVKMZ +PIVKM  +PIV\[ 
)V\[ITTWN Q\ITT <WKQ\M5WZ\WV"¹1VI[\ZIVOM_IaM^MZaWJRMK\Q[
a hyperobject. We can only think this thought in light of the ecological
emergency inside of which we have now woken up.”
So expansive and so deadly is hyperobjectivity, we turn to work. Some of
us with singular focus. Maybe, we pray as a lama teaches us, repeating set
[aTTIJTM[\QUM[WZ\QUMWZ \QUM[7ZXMZPIX[_M[MV[Q\QbMI[\WVM
_Q\P OZQ\[\PMV    _WZSQVONWZIÅVMZTQVM
Maybe, we string others’ words together with ours as if one could corral
comprehension, as if tomorrow will be another day.
Tomorrow will be. Tomorrow, I visit Goloborotko in her studio with
students. Yesterday, Obama promised to send more troops and weapons
into the world. Today is September 11, 2014. On September 11, 2001,
before the planes collided, I rushed through the Twin Towers to work.
Today is not borrowed time; it is time. As are you, dear reader. Dear Deer.
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